
 

 
Client Operations Associate at StellarEmploy 
 
About StellarEmploy 
 
StellarEmploy is transforming how companies hire hourly workers. Hourly workers represent 60 million or 40% of 
jobs. Yet existing processes rely on guesswork to hire frontline staff, when resumes don’t offer useful credentials. 
That’s why these jobs churn over 50% annually. 
 
StellarEmploy delivers an artificially intelligent hiring platform that learns the true indicators of job performance and 
satisfaction. Clients’ hiring algorithm are customized to learn from their employee base. Rather than blunt keywords, 
we generate quality recommendations by matching skills, motivations, and preferences. The platform offers built-in 
process features to ensure hiring is easy and efficient for recruiters. After working with us, recruiters increase hiring 
efficiency by 2.5X and lower turnover by 20% on average. 
 
We are growing and transforming hourly job search. Join us! 
 
Client Operations Associate 
 
What you will do: 
This person serves as the project point person for clients and their recruiting teams. Are you someone who is great at 
developing relationships and enjoys being analytical? This role blends account management, user research, data 
analysis, and administrative tasks. This person will get their hands dirty guiding multiple projects and set the 
operational foundations of a growing, young startup. 
 
Servicing employers will require: 

● Onboarding new recruiters with calibration read-outs, dashboard training and understanding tech needs. 
● Tracking usage metrics and connecting regularly on hiring need during the pilot. 
● Liaising between clients and StellarEmploy’s data science and engineering teams. 

 
Servicing job-seekers will require: 

● Managing sourcing channels and job boards. 
● Responding to job-seeker questions and requests for support in the application process. 
● Conducting secondary and primary research to learn deep, unique insights about the hourly job search. 

 
What experience is relevant: 

● Bachelor’s degree, and 1-2 years of professional experience (preferred). 
● Experience in customer support, account management, research, or leading multiple projects efficiently. 
● Self-directed with an eye for optimization, efficiently completing tasks and developing new solutions. 
● Clear, professional and friendly communication style, with a commitment to going above and beyond. 
● Attention to detail while being comfortable with ambiguity. 
● Ability to generate thoughtful hypotheses and develop an experimental approach to test 

 
What it’s like to work with us: 

● We set ambitious goals. We are passionate and love listening to our users.  
● We are proactive problem solvers. We drive our own work and deliver quality results. 
● We are data-centric in dissecting problems and collaborative in developing solutions. 
● We gladly extend trust to each other and strive for an enriching work-life balance. 

 
We offer competitive pay and welcome job-seekers of all backgrounds to apply.  
To apply, email your resume and a brief introduction to irene@stellaremploy.com. 


